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Camping lamp Superfire T31, 320lm, USB

Superfire T31 camping lamp
Superfire  T31  camping  lamp  is  ideal  for  camping  and  more.  It  can  shine  with  white  and  yellow  light  and  allows  you  to  adjust  the
brightness in several steps. It is also distinguished by a long operating time, which reaches 7 hours on a single charge. The device is also
lightweight and handy, yet durable. What is more, a special handle and a carabiner allow to hang it comfortably in a chosen place.
 
One light - 2 light sources
The T31 is equipped with 18 LEDs, which make it easy to use. T31 is equipped with 18 diodes generating white light (color temperature
5900K) and 8 diodes generating yellow light (color temperature 3000K). In the case of both white and yellow light, it is also possible to
adjust the brightness in 3 steps. In total there are 6 light modes available - White Low Light, White Medium Light, White Strong Light,
Yellow Low Light, Yellow Medium Light and Yellow Strong Light.
 
Optimum illumination
The T31 has a 360° angle of illumination. What's more, in the case of yellow light the device can illuminate an area of about 13m2, and
in the case of white light even 27m2. This means that it is perfect for camping or camping. In addition, the lamp provides eye-safe light
that does not glare or blink. You can successfully use it, for example, while reading a book.
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Long operating time
What  else  makes  the  T31  so  good  for  camping?  Long  runtime!  The  device  is  equipped  with  a  durable  battery  with  a  capacity  of
2000mAh. In the case of the white light, it can continuously generate light for about 3.5 hours and in the case of the yellow light, for up
to 7 hours. The built-in micro USB port allows you to charge the lamp with a charger, powerbank or even your laptop.
 
Handy and durable
This light and portable lamp can accompany you almost anywhere. It is made of high-class PC and ABS, which makes it resistant to wear
and damage, tough and extremely durable.  Moreover,  special  metal  handle and included carabiner allow you to easily hang T31 on a
branch or in a tent, or attach it to your backpack.
 
In the box
T31 Camping Lamp
Charging cable
Carabiner
Brand
Superfire
Model
T31
Color
Green and white
Power
9W
Light source
LED
Light color
White + yellow
Color temperature
White light: 5900K;Yellow light: 3000K;
Brightness
White light: 320lm; Yellow light: 130lm;
Illuminated surface
White light: about 27m2;Yellow light: about 13m2;
Light modes
White Low Light / White Medium Light / White Strong Light / Yellow Low Light / Yellow Medium Light / Yellow Strong Light
Voltage
3.7V
Battery Capacity
2000mAh / 1x 18650
Charging port
Micro USB
Charging time
About 4.5h
Operating time
White light: up to 3.5h;Yellow light: about 7h;
Drop resistance
Up to 1m
Waterproof
IP44
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Weight
205g
Dimensions
90x74x127mm
Material
PC + ABS

Preço:

€ 11.50

Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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